Wroxham Parish Council
Clerk: Mrs. D.R.Wyatt
19a, Stonehill, Green Lane West, Rackheath, Norwich NR13 6LX
Phone: 01603 721474
Email: Wroxham pc@btinternet.com
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9 May 2013

Annette Feeney,
Programme Officer,
JCS Examination

Dear Programme Officer,
We note that we have been listed as a participant at the hearing on Tuesday 21 May 2013 and
thank you for considering our representations. We have further noted the questions on which
the Inspector invited comment and wish to submit the following.
As a small Parish Council with limited resources, we feel that we are not qualified to
comment on whether all reasonable alternative sites have been identified or, in legalistic
detail, whether the Councils have complied fully with the High Court Order (your questions
1.1, 1.2, 1.3). Nor do we feel competent to comment on questions 1.6 and 1.7. However, as
those most affected by the traffic congestion, noise and pollution on the A1151 Wroxham
Road where it converges on the narrow bridge between Wroxham and Hoveton, we are the
best qualified to comment on concerns about the effect of significant development alongside
this road and whether proper consideration has been given to those concerns in choosing
between the alternatives. (Your questions 1.4, 1.5 and 3.1). Not being a prescribed body we
do not appear to be qualified to comment on your question 2 except to state that we are not
aware of any consultation with members of adjoining LPAs, specifically with the North
Norfolk District Council who share our concerns regarding the A1151 as it passes into that
District and especially the effect on Hoveton within that District . We find that, although the
Councils wish to consider Wroxham as a key service centre, not because of its own facilities
but entirely because of its proximity to Hoveton in the area of the North Norfolk District
Council, they do not appear to take account of NNDC in their nearby planning.
Your Questions 1.4 and 1.5.
We have considered the councils’ response in SDJCS 7 to the representations stated in our
letter dated 2nd November 2012 and the multiple individual responses from our residents,
which we believe are incorrectly described as a “petition”. We find the Detailed Officer
Response “Traffic issues in Wroxham” defensive and blinkered. We believe that the
officers are overlooking the inevitable and, in our view, based on experience, significant
impact on this region of this road. Our own informal discussions with Highways Authorities
confirm that far from providing relief to the A1151 the NDR will, even without the work in
progress and proposed growth in housing, result in some traffic increase. Anyone who lives
in Wroxham is well aware that this road is often near maximum capacity today without these
developments such that even a small event causes long queues back beyond the southern
approaches to the village and access from side roads frequently becomes difficult and even
dangerous..
The officers play down the possible increase in traffic referring only to leisure trips to the
Broads and North Norfolk Coast and development of new employment opportunities north of

